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Background: There is a need to find a simple, non-invasive and effective diagnostic tool for diagnosing 
gastroesophageal reflux-induced chronic cough (GERC) in clinic. This study aimed to evaluate the predictive 
diagnostic value of Hull airway reflux questionnaire (HARQ) and its combination with gastroesophageal 
reflux disease questionnaire (GerdQ) for GERC.
Methods: Chronic cough patients were enrolled and the diagnosis of GERC was established according to 
the chronic cough diagnosis and treatment process. The diagnostic value of HARQ and GerdQ alone or the 
combination of HARQ and GerdQ was analyzed.
Results: A total of 402 patients with chronic cough were eventually enrolled, including 166 GERC 
patients. When the HARQ score was used to predict the diagnosis of GERC, the area under the ROC curve 
was 0.796. The sensitivity and specificity were 77.19% and 77.06%, respectively. When the GerdQ was used 
to predict the diagnosis of GERC, the area under the ROC curve was 0.763. The sensitivity and specificity 
were 70.18% and 76.15%, respectively. When HARQ combined with GerdQ were used to predict the 
diagnosis of GERC, the area under the ROC curve was 0.848. The sensitivity and specificity were 77.19% 
and 79.82%, respectively.
Conclusions: HARQ used to evaluate the cough hypersensitivity has a certain predictive diagnostic value 
for GERC. The diagnosis of GERC should be considered when the HARQ score is ≥24. The predictive 
diagnostic value of the combination of HARQ and GerdQ is significantly higher, which makes the diagnosis 
of GERC simpler, quicker and more effective.
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Introduction

Gastroesophageal reflux-induced chronic cough (GERC) is 
a gastroesophageal reflux disease characterized by chronic 
cough, which is one of the common causes of chronic cough 
(1-3). Chronic cough patients usually have a long disease 
response time, a long cough relief time, and a low quality 
of life (4). At present, cough guidelines in various countries 
recommend empirical anti-reflux therapy as an important 
method for diagnosing GERC, while the sensitivity and 
specificity are low. Multichannel intraluminal esophageal 
impedance and pH monitoring (MII-pH) is an important 
method for diagnosing GERC, which has not yet been 
universally adopted in clinic due to its invasiveness and 
patients’ intolerance to it. The diagnostic criteria have not 
been unified yet. Besides, the sensitivity of gastroscopy 
and barium meal examination is also low. Thus, there is a 
need to find a simple, non-invasive and effective diagnostic 
tool for GERC. Our previous research found that a 
gastroesophageal reflux disease questionnaire (GerdQ) value 
greater than or equal to 8 points could assist the diagnosis of 
acid GERC, while the evaluation value of non-acid GERC 
was limited; and GerdQ lacks specific options to evaluate 
cough (5). We are always devoting ourselves to look for 
a more comprehensive and effective tool for diagnosing 
GERC. Hull airway reflux questionnaire (HARQ) was 
proposed to evaluate the cough hypersensitivity by Morice 
in 2011 (6). In our previous studies, it was found that the 
HARQ score of GERC patients was higher than chronic 
cough patients with other etiologies (7). Therefore, we 
speculated that HARQ alone or in combination with 
GerdQ may be suitable for the simple and effective 
diagnosis of GERC. We then conducted a prospective 
clinical trial to assess the diagnostic value and limitations 
of HARQ and its combination with GerdQ for GERC. 
We present the following article in accordance with the 
STARD reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.21037/atm-20-3236).

Methods

Patients

Study recruitment was guided by an expected 12% 
prevalence of chronic cough and a point estimate of 80% 
sensitivity. We planned to recruit approximately 400 
participants. Patients with chronic cough who visited our 
department from January 2015 through July 2019 were 

included. Inclusion criteria were as follows: (I) 16 years 
old ≤ age ≤80 years old; (II) cough course >8 weeks; (III) 
forced expiratory volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity  
(FEV1/FVC) >70%, and percentage of predicted FEV1 value 
>80% of the expected value; (IV) those who can understand 
and complete the contents of HARQ and GerdQ correctly. 
Exclusion criteria were as follows: (I) pregnant and lactating 
women; (II) people who smoke or quit smoking within  
2 years; (III) people with reading and writing disabilities; 
(IV) people who have received treatments targeting the 
cause of cough with improved symptoms; (V) patients with 
any symptom like wheezing, hemoptysis, or fever; (VI) 
patients with rales upon lung physical examination; (VII) 
patients with obvious abnormalities in chest X-ray or chest 
CT images. Drop-out criteria were as follows: (I) patients 
who lost to visit; (II) patients whose information was 
incomplete. The study was conducted in accordance with 
the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The study 
was approved by the Ethics Committee of our Hospital 
(No. K-2015-007) and registered in the Chinese Clinical 
Trials Register (http://www.chictr.org.cn/) (ChiCTR-
DDD-17012869). Informed consent was taken from all the 
patients.

Diagnostic criteria of GERC

Patients who met the following criteria were diagnosed 
with GERC (8): (I) mainly daytime cough, (II) abnormal 
acid or non-acid reflux confirmed by MII-pH. Abnormal 
gastroesophageal reflux was defined when the DeMeester 
score was ≥12.70 and/or syndrome association probability 
(SAP) was ≥80% for abnormal acid GERC or when the 
SAP was ≥80% for abnormal non-acid GERC (9). (III) 
Cough responsive to a stepwise anti-reflux therapy (cough 
symptom score decreased by >50%) (10). A standard 
anti-reflux therapy (omeprazole 20 mg twice daily plus 
mosapride 10 mg thrice daily) was first introduced to 
suspected GERC patients. If no remission of cough was 
achieved, the dose of proton pump inhibitor was doubled 
(omeprazole 40 mg twice daily) and continued for 8 weeks. 
Patients who responded to the double-dosing were kept on 
this treatment until their cough resolved. If the cough was 
not resolved, then baclofen was introduced (omeprazole 
20 mg twice daily, baclofen 10–20 mg thrice daily) for  
4 weeks, while mosapride was discontinued. After that, the 
remaining non-responders were escalated to omeprazole  
(20 mg twice daily) with gabapentin (100–300 mg thrice 
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daily) for 4 weeks. If a favorable response occurred, the 
treatment was maintained until cough resolution was 
achieved.

Study design

This was a prospective clinical trial. After the medical 
history review and physical examination, chest X-ray/CT 
scan, lung function examination, bronchial provocation 
test, an assay of cells in induced sputum and MII-pH 
were completed according to the diagnostic procedures 
of chronic cough, aiming to identify a cause of chronic  
cough (8). All diagnostic and treatment processes followed 
the 2015 Guideline for the Diagnosis and Treatment 
of Cough (8). Meanwhile, HARQ and GerdQ were 
also conducted by the first author. Once upper airway 
cough syndrome (UACS), cough variant asthma (CVA), 
eosinophilic bronchitis (EB), GERC or atopic cough (AC) 
was suspected, treatment targeting the cause of cough was 

initiated, aiming to confirm the diagnosis. When all the 
examination mentioned above showed negative, empirical 
therapy targeting the cause in the order of UACS, CVA, 
EB, AC, and GERC was performed. The diagnosis was 
confirmed or excluded according to the response to a 
specific therapy, and the potential cause was explored. 
During the therapy, patients were followed up by clinic 
visit once every 2 weeks. Figure 1 shows the flow of patients 
through the study.

Laboratory investigation

Cough symptom score
The cough symptom score reported by Hsu et al. (11) was 
used (Table 1). Cough symptom score: Cough symptom 
score was performed with the scale developed by Hsu  
et al. (11). This scale was divided into two parts (daytime 
and nighttime cough symptom scores), and the score ranged 
from 0 to 5, with 0 being best (no cough) and 5 being worst 

Assess for eligibility (n=706)

Excluded (n=294)

Drop-out (n=10)

Other causes (n=236)Confirmed GERC (n=166)

Acid GERC (n=99) Non-acid GERC (n=67)

Confirmed eligibility

informed consent (n=412)

Included for the diagnostic procedures of 

chronic cough and finishing HARQ and 

GerdQ (n=402)

Figure 1 The flow of patients through the study. HARQ, Hull airway reflux questionnaire; GerdQ, gastroesophageal reflux disease 
questionnaire; GERC, gastroesophageal reflux-induced chronic cough.
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(characterized by a distressing cough).

HARQ
HARQ is a patient self-assessment questionnaire (Table 2). 
It consists of 14 question items, each of which refers to 
cough trigger or exacerbation factors, or the severity of 
concomitant symptoms such as postnasal drip, acid reflux or 
heartburn. The questionnaire asks the patients to recall the 
frequency of each symptom within last month, which was 
divided into 6 levels according to the degree. The answer is 
a 6-point scoring method from 0 to 5. The score increases 

with the frequency of symptoms. In the past month, it was 
considered as 0 point when the symptom did not appear, 
and it was considered as 5 points when the symptom was 
severe or frequently appeared. The total score ranges from 
0 to 70 points. The Chinese version of HARQ (7) was used 
with the consent and authorization of HARQ designer 
Morice. All patients and investigators were blinded to 
HARQ scores throughout treatments during the study.

GerdQ
GerdQ (Table 3) consists of six problems of symptom, 

Table 1 Cough symptom score

Daytime Nighttime

0= no cough during the day 0= no cough during the night

1= cough for one short period 1= cough on waking only

2= cough for more than two short periods 2= wake once or early due to cough

3= frequent coughing, which did not interfere with usual daytime 3= frequent waking due to coughs activities

4= frequent coughing, which did interfere with usual daytime activities 4= frequent coughs most of the night

5= distressing coughs most of the day 5= distressing coughs preventing any sleep

Table 2 Hull airway reflux questionnaire (HARQ)

Within the last month, how did the following problems affect you?
Point

0 1 2 3 4 5

Hoarseness or a problem with your voice

Clearing your throat

The feeling of something dripping down the back of your nose or throat

Retching or vomiting when you cough

Cough on first lying down or bending over

Chest tightness or wheeze when coughing

Heartburn, indigestion, stomach acid coming up (or do you take medications 
for this, if yes score 5)

A tickle in your throat, or a lump in your throat

Cough with eating (during or soon after meals)

Cough with certain foods

Cough when you get out of bed in the morning

Cough brought on by singing or speaking (for example, on the telephone)

Coughing more when awake rather than asleep

A strange taste in your mouth

0= no problem and 5= severe/frequent problem.
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including four reflux positively related questions and two 
reflux negatively related questions (12). The questionnaire 
asks patients to recall the frequency of each symptom in 
the past week, which was divided into 4 levels (0–3 points) 
according to the degree. The total score range was from 0 
to 18 points. Higher scores indicated higher possibilities 
of gastroesophageal reflux disease. All patients and 
investigators were blinded to GerdQ scores throughout 
treatments during the study.

MII-pH
MII-pH was performed as previously described (13) after 
the patients had stopped taking acid suppressing medication 
for at least 1 week. Briefly, a combined MII-pH catheter 
was transnasally inserted into a patient’s esophagus, with 
six impedance channel sensors (K6011-E10632, Unisensor, 
Switzerland) located 3, 5, 7, 9, 15 and 17 cm above the 
lower esophageal sphincter, and an antimony pH electrode 
(819100, Medical Measurement System B.V., Netherlands) 
positioned 5 cm above the proximal border of the lower 
esophageal sphincter. A connected portable data logger 
(Ohmega, Medical Measurement System B.V., Netherlands) 
stored data from all seven channels over 24 h. Reflux 
episodes recorded on the tracings of MII-pH were manually 
characterized by their impedance value as liquid, gas or 
mixed liquid-gas reflux or characterized by pH-metry as 
acid (pH <4.0), weakly acidic (4.0< pH <7.0) or weakly 
alkaline (pH >7.0) reflux, with the latter two collectively 
referred to as non-acid reflux. The DeMeester score was 
calculated as a global measure of esophageal acid exposure. 
SAP was used to represent the temporal association between 
cough recorded by patients on diary cards and reflux which 
had occurred during the preceding 2-min period (13,14).

Induced sputum cytology
Induced sputum was performed according to previously 
described protocol (1). Finally, differential cell count was 
conducted manually by counting 400 nucleated cells.

Bronchial provocation test
Pulmonary function and histamine bronchial provocation 
tes t s  were  per formed according to  the  methods 
recommended by the Respiratory Branch of the Chinese 
Medical Association. The instruments adopted were 
MasterScreen Diffusion lung function instrument and 
APS nebulizer from Jaeger Company (Germany). With 
histamine as the stimulant, when the cumulative histamine 
dose (PD20-FEV1) that reduces FEV1 by 20% was less than 
7.8 mol, the increased airway reactivity was considered. All 
indeterminate results of the above tests were conducted for 
a second time, and conclusive results were finally got. No 
significant adverse events occurred during above tests.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS 24.0 
statistical software package (IBM, USA). Normally 
distributed data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation 
(SD), while those with skewed distribution were expressed 
as medians (25–75% interquartile). Categorical variables 
are presented in percentage (%) and numbers. The t-test 
was used to compare data between the two groups when 
variances were uniform, and the Mann-Whitney U test 
was used to compare data between the two groups when 
variances were uneven. Multiple groups were compared 
using the ANOVA method. In order to avoid the interaction 
between multiple etiologies, this study only performed 

Table 3 Gastroesophageal reflux disease questionnaire (GerdQ)

Within the last 7 days… 0 day 1 day 2–3 days 4–7 days

1. How often did you have a burning feeling behind your breastbone (heartburn)? 0 1 2 3

2. How often did you have stomach contents (liquid or food) moving upwards to your 
throat or mouth (regurgitation)?

0 1 2 3

3. How often did you have a pain in the center of the upper stomach? 3 2 1 0

4. How often did you have nausea? 3 2 1 0

5. How often did you have difficulty getting a good night’s sleep because of your 
heartburn and/or regurgitation?

0 1 2 3

6. How often did you take additional medication for your heartburn and/or regurgitation, 
other than what the physician told you to take? (such as Tums, Rolaids, Maalox)

0 1 2 3

Questions 1, 2, 5 and 6 are reflux positively related; questions 3 and 4 are reflux negatively related.
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ROC and logistic regression analysis on patients with 
the single etiology. ROC curve was used to evaluate the 
diagnostic efficacy of HARQ score and GerdQ score in 
acid GERC and non-acid GERC respectively. The Logistic 
regression model was used to fit the HARQ and GerdQ 
scores to generate a joint predictor (15,16). ROC curve was 
used to evaluate the diagnostic efficacy of HARQ score, 
GerdQ score, and HARQ score in combination of GerdQ 
score in GERC, and the area under the curve, sensitivity 
(%), specificity (%), positive predictive value (%), negative 
predictive value (%), Youden index were calculated. The 
best predicted diagnostic value was given. The statistical 
significance of the improvement in AUC was calculated 
by DeLong’s test (17). P<0.05 was considered statistically 
significant.

Results

General clinical information

During the study, 706 consecutive patients with chronic 
cough were treated in our outpatient department from 
January 2015 to July 2019. A total of 412 patients met the 
inclusion criteria. Four people dropped out from the study 
because of incomplete data eventually. Six people were lost 
to the follow-up. Five GERC patients diagnosed through 

empirical anti-reflux treatment were excluded because of 
inability to distinguish between acid and non-acid GERC. 
Thus, 402 (402/412, 97.6%) patients with chronic cough 
were finally included, including 152 male and 250 female 
patients, with an average age of 46.58±15.68 years old  
(Table 4).

Of the 402 patients with chronic cough, 248 (61.69%) 
underwent bronchial provocation tests and 254 (63.18%) 
underwent induced sputum testing. Among the 402 patients 
with chronic cough, there were 332 (82.59%) patients 
with the single etiology, 56 (13.93%) patients with dual 
etiologies, 4 (0.99%) patients with three etiologies, and 10 
(2.49%) patients with unexplained etiologies. Of the 332 
patients with the single etiology, 114 (28.36%) were GERC 
patients, 72 (17.91%) were CVA patients, 53 (13.18%) were 
AC patients, 43 (10.70%) were EB patients, and 26 (6.47%) 
were UACS patients (Table 5). There were totally 166 
GERC patients diagnosed by MII-pH, of which 99 (59.6%) 
were diagnosed with acid GERC and 67 (40.4%) were 
diagnosed with non-acid GERC.

Comparison of HARQ and GerdQ in patients with 
different etiologies

Among the 402 patients with chronic cough, the HARQ 
scores of GERC patients was significantly higher than 
that of non-GERC patients (27.60±7.54 vs. 18.71±7.20,  
t=–11.860, P<0.001). Among 166 GERC patients, there 
was no significant difference in HARQ score between 
acid GERC and non-acid GERC patients (28.32±7.51 vs. 
26.57±7.50, t=1.461, P=0.146). The differences in HARQ 
scores among GERC, EB, AC, UACS, and CVA patients 
were statistically significant (F=23.188, P<0.001), and 
only the HARQ score in GERC patients (27.57±7.92) 
was significantly higher than those in the EB (19.95±7.87, 
t=5.402), AC (19.49±6.98, t=6.667), UACS (18.58±7.10, 
t=5.704) and CVA (18.22±7.59, t=8.048) patients (all 
P<0.001) (Figure 2).

The GerdQ score of GERC patients was significantly 
higher than that of non-GERC patients (8.48±1.66 vs. 
6.26±0.66, t=–18.513, P<0.001). Among the 166 GERC 
patients, the GerdQ score of non-acid GERC patients 
was significantly lower than that of acid GERC patients 
(7.28±1.31 vs. 8.75±1.56, t=6.528, P<0.001). The differences 
in GerdQ scores among GERC, EB, AC, UACS, and CVA 
patients were statistically significant (F=61.104, P<0.001). 
Only the GerdQ score in GERC patients (8.23±1.54) was 
significantly higher than those in the CVA (6.36±0.59, 

Table 4 Basic information for all enrolled chronic cough patients

Items Mean ± SD or ratio

Age (yrs) 46.58±15.68

Gender (F/M) 152/250

Course of cough (m) 12.00 (32.00)

HARQ 22.38±8.54

GerdQ 7.18±1.60

Cough symptom score

Daytime 2.99±0.82

Nighttime 1.70±1.41

Lung function (%, x±s)

FEV1 predicted (%) 98.96±14.28

FVC predicted (%) 106.28±63.89

FEV1/FVC% 81.56±8.97

SD, standard deviation; HARQ, Hull airway reflux questionnaire; 
GerdQ, gastroesophageal reflux disease questionnaire; FEV1, 
forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity.
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t=9.834), EB (6.30±0.94, t=7.669), AC (6.15±0.46, t=9.610), 
UACS (6.15±0.46, t=6.780) patients (all P<0.001) (Figure 3).

Comparison of MII-pH between acid GERC and non-acid 
GERC

DeMeester scores, acid SAP, acid reflux, and acid clearance 
time were significantly higher in patients with acid GERC 
than in patients with non-acid GERC (P<0.01), and non-
acid SAP in patients with non-acid GERC was significantly 

higher than patients with acid GERC (P=0.001). However, 
the number of weak acid reflux, weak base reflux, gas reflux, 
liquid reflux, mixed reflux was not statistically different 
between patients with acid GERC and non-acid GERC 
(P>0.05) (Table 6).

Predictive diagnostic value of HARQ and GerdQ score 
alone for acid and non-acid GERC

When HARQ and GerdQ was used in the predictive 
diagnosis of acid GERC, the AUC of GerdQ ROC (0.928) 
was significantly higher than that of HARQ (0.797) 
(DeLong’s test, P=0.0001) (Figure 4A and Table 7). When 
HARQ and GerdQ was used in the predictive diagnosis 
of non-acid GERC, the AUC of HARQ ROC (0.683) was 
significantly higher than that of GerdQ (0.524) (DeLong’s 
test, P=0.0003) (Figure 4B and Table 7).

The predictive diagnostic value of HARQ, GerdQ score 
alone and their combination for GERC

When HARQ was used in the predictive diagnosis of 
GERC, the AUC was 0.796, and the sensitivity and 
specificity was 77.19% and 77.06%, respectively. When 
GerdQ was used in the predictive diagnosis of GERC, 
the AUC was 0.763, and the sensitivity and specificity 
was 70.18% and 76.15%, respectively. When GerdQ 
was combined with HARQ in the predictive diagnosis of 
GERC, a binary logistic regression analysis is performed. 
The linear model is Logit(P) = –8.530 + 0.127 × HARQ 
+ 0.631 × GerdQ. When it was used in the predictive 
diagnosis of GERC, the AUC was improved to 0.848 
(DeLong’s test, P=0.0006), and the sensitivity and specificity 
was 77.19% and 79.82%, respectively (Figure 4C and  
Table 8). Table 9 shows the cross tabulation of the HARQ 
and GerdQ in relation to the diagnosis of GERC.

Discussion

GERC is one of the common causes of chronic cough (2). 
In the past, the proportion of GERC in chronic cough in 
European and American countries was slightly higher than 
that in Asian countries (18-22). However, in the recent  
20  year s ,  w i th  the  increase  in  the  inc idence  o f 
gastroesophageal reflux disease, the incidence of GERC 
has increased year by year (23-25). Results of the 
epidemiological survey in our department in the past  
8 years show that the incidence of GERC in chronic cough 

Table 5 Etiologies of chronic cough patients

Etiology Cases, n (%)

Single etiology 332 (82.59)

GERC 114 (28.36)

CVA 72 (17.91)

AC 53 (13.18)

EB 43 (10.70)

UACS 26 (6.47)

Post infectious cough 12 (2.96)

ACEI-related chronic cough 8 (1.99)

Psychogenic cough 3 (0.75)

Premature beat induced cough 1 (0.25)

Dual etiologies 56 (13.93)

GERC + AC 20 (4.98)

GERC + EB 19 (4.73)

GERC + CVA 7 (1.74)

GERC + UACS 2 (0.50)

EB + UACS 6 (1.49)

ACEI-related cough + CVA 1 (0.25)

ACEI-related cough + AC 1 (0.25)

Three etiologies 4 (0.99)

GERC + AC + UACS 2 (0.50)

GERC + EB + UACS 1 (0.25)

GERC + CVA + UACS 1 (0.25)

Unexplained etiologies 10 (2.49)

Total 402

GERC, gastroesophageal reflux-induced chronic cough; CVA, 
cough variant asthma; AC, atopic cough; EB, eosinophilic 
bronchitis; UACS, upper airway cough syndrome; ACEI, 
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor.
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has increased from 15.4% to 40.7% (1). The increase in 
the incidence of GERC may be attributed to the increased 
gastric acid secretion (26), the doctors’ increased awareness 
of gastroesophageal reflux disease, and the continuous 
improvement of diagnostic methods (27).

As the morbidity of GERC increases, the diagnosis and 

treatment of GERC becomes more and more important. At 
present, the detection method of GERC has been greatly 
improved, which is also one of the reasons for the increased 
morbidity. However, there are still certain limitations 
(24,27,28). Barium meal of the upper gastrointestinal tract 
can show barium reflux, and gastroscopy can visually show 

Figure 2 Comparison of the HARQ score between different groups. (A) Comparison of the HARQ score between GERC and non-GERC 
patients; (B) comparison of the HARQ score between acid GERC and non-acid GERC patients; (C) comparison of the HARQ score among 
GERC, EB, AC, UACS and CVA patients. ****, P<0.0001. HARQ, Hull airway reflux questionnaire; GERC, gastroesophageal reflux-
induced chronic cough; EB, eosinophilic bronchitis; AC, atopic cough; UACS, upper airway cough syndrome; CVA, cough variant asthma.
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reflux-induced chronic cough; EB, eosinophilic bronchitis; AC, atopic cough; UACS, upper airway cough syndrome; CVA, cough variant 
asthma.
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inflammation of the esophageal mucosa, while the false 
negative rates of these two methods are very high (29), 
making it easy to miss the diagnosis of GERC without 
visible damages to the esophageal mucosa. MII-pH is 
currently the most sensitive and specific test for diagnosing 
GERC (30), which can accurately detect abnormal acid 
and non-acid refluxes with or without esophageal mucosal 
damages, and find the correlation between the reflux and 
cough, improving the diagnostic efficiency of GERC. 
However, MII-pH is an invasive examination. Some patients 
cannot tolerate it. Thus, it has not yet been universal in 
clinics. Besides, it is also relatively expensive, and the 

diagnostic standards have not yet reached consensus in 
different countries. The determination of SAP depends on 
the detailed cough time recorded by patients, while some 
patients cannot co-ordination perfectly, leading to serious 
deviations in data. Therefore, empirical anti-reflux therapy 
is still an important method for the diagnosis and treatment 
of GERC. However, some GERC patients may not have 
typical symptoms such as acid refluxes and heartburn. Our 
previous research indicates that the proportions of acid 
refluxed and heartburn in patients with acid GERC are only 
57% and 33% respectively, though they are significantly 
higher than those in non-acid GERC patients (31). The 

Table 6 Comparison of different variables of MII-pH between acid GERC and non-acid GERC

Items Acid GERC (n=99) Non-acid GERC (n=67) Z value P value

DeMeester score 41.24±27.27 5.16±4.35 –6.020 <0.001*

SAP for acid reflux (%) 81.70 (21.03) 0.00 (70.20) –3.638 <0.001*

SAP for non-acid reflux (%) 0.00 (21.40) 78.70 (93.95) 3.433 0.001*

Acidic reflux (n) 41.70 (36.80) 23.80 (17.90) –3.169 0.002*

Weakly acidic reflux (n) 11.60 (22.00) 30.05 (28.33) –1.893 0.058

Weakly alkaline reflux (n) 8.80 (23.90) 15.50 (11.83) –1.118 0.264

Gas reflux (n) 4.30 (41.60) 8.95 (6.45) –0.812 0.417

Liquid reflux (n) 18.70 (19.25) 17.45 (22.65) –0.671 0.502

Mixed reflux (n) 45.00 (61.40) 52.45 (32.73) –1.583 0.113

Proximal reflux episodes (n) 20.30 (24.90) 6.70 (24.55) –0.282 0.778

Acid clearance (s) 14.00 (6.00) 6.00 (4.50) –3.429 0.001*

*, P<0.01 denotes the statistical significance. MII-pH, multichannel intraluminal esophageal impedance and pH monitoring; GERC, 
gastroesophageal reflux-induced chronic cough; SAP, syndrome association probability.

Figure 4 Diagnostic value of HARQ and GerdQ in GERC. (A) Receiver operating cure of HARQ and GerdQ in predicting acid GERC; 
(B) receiver operating cure of HARQ and GerdQ in predicting non-acid GERC; (C) receiver operating cure of HARQ, GerdQ, and the 
combination of HARQ and GerdQ in predicting GERC. Blue line: GerdQ; red line: HARQ; black line: the combination of HARQ and 
GerdQ. HARQ, Hull airway reflux questionnaire; GerdQ, gastroesophageal reflux disease questionnaire; GERC, gastroesophageal reflux-
induced chronic cough.
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recent ERS guideline does not recommend the proton 
pump inhibitor treatment for such patients either (32). 
Therefore, the empirical anti-reflux therapy has defects 
such as poor targeting and low treatment efficiency. What’s 
more, some patients who fail to be cured with the empirical 
anti-reflux therapy cannot be completely ruled out the 
possibility of GERC due to the possible poor compliance 
of patients, the inadequate dosage and the inappropriate 
therapy course. Therefore, we are committed to finding 
a simple, non-invasive and handy evaluation method for 

GERC.
The results of this study show that the GerdQ score 

of GERC patients are significantly higher than that of 
chronic cough patients with other etiologies, and ROC 
analysis results show that the GerdQ score has a limited 
diagnostic value for GERC which is consistent with the 
previous research (5). According to the different properties 
of refluxes, GERC can be divided into acid GERC and 
non-acid GERC (31). The reflux with a pH <4 is defined as 
the acid reflux, pH between 4 and 7 is the weak acid reflux, 

Table 7 Prediction of acid and non-acid GERC with HARQ or GerdQ

Items
Acid-GERC Non-acid GERC

HARQ GerdQ HARQ GerdQ

ROC 0.797 0.928 0.683 0.524

Cut-off value 24.5 8.5 22.5 7.5

Youden index 0.583 0.815 0.335 0.117

Sensitivity (%) (95% CI) 88.24 (75.44, 95.13) 92.16 (80.25, 97.46) 71.43 (58.47, 81.76) 49.21 (36.52, 61.99)

Specificity (%) (95% CI) 70.11 (64.33, 75.33) 89.32 (84.97, 92.57) 62.08 (55.96, 67.85) 62.45 (56.34, 68.20)

Positive predictive value (%) 
(95% CI)

34.89 (26.85, 43.83) 61.03 (49.22, 71.74) 30.61 (23.43, 38.83) 23.48 (16.74, 31.81)

Negative predictive value (%) 
(95% CI)

97.05 (93.38, 98.79) 98.43 (95.76, 99.50) 90.27 (84.83, 93.97) 84.00 (78.01, 88.65)

GERC, gastroesophageal reflux-induced chronic cough; HARQ, Hull airway reflux questionnaire; GerdQ, gastroesophageal reflux disease 
questionnaire.

Table 8 Prediction of GERC with HARQ or GerdQ

Items HARQ GerdQ HARQ & GerdQ

ROC 0.796 0.763 0.848

Cut-off value 23.5 7.5 –0.7475

Youden index 0.543 0.763 0.571

Sensitivity (%) (95% CI) 77.19 (68.21, 84.31) 70.18 (60.77, 78.19) 77.19 (68.21, 84.31)

Specificity (%) (95% CI) 77.06 (70.80, 82.35) 76.15 (69.82, 81.53) 79.82 (73.75, 84.81)

Positive predictive value (%) (95% CI) 63.76 (55.11, 71.65) 60.61 (51.70, 68.89) 66.67 (57.86, 74.48)

Negative predictive value (%) (95% CI) 86.60 (80.80, 90.90) 83.00 (76.91, 87.79) 87.00 (81.35, 91.18)

χ2 value 90.726 67.062 101.576

P value in χ2 test <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

κ value 0.517 0.446 0.549

P value in κ test <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

HARQ & GerdQ: –8.530 + 0.127 × HARQ + 0.631 × GerdQ. GERC, gastroesophageal reflux-induced chronic cough; HARQ, Hull airway 
reflux questionnaire; GerdQ, gastroesophageal reflux disease questionnaire.
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and pH >7 is the weak alkali reflux (33). The incidence of 
acid refluxes and belching in non-acid GERC patients is 
significantly lower than that in acid GERC patients (34,35), 
so the GerdQ score in patients with non-acid GERC 
was significantly lower than that in acid GERC patients. 
The GerdQ score only has advantages in distinguishing 
acid and non-acid GERC (5), suggesting that the GerdQ 
score is helpful for the diagnosis of acid GERC, while 
the diagnostic value for non-acid GERC is not high. The 
results of this study show that the GerdQ score have a 
low sensitivity and specificity in the predictive diagnosis 
of non-acid GERC, similar to the results of our previous  
research (31). The GerdQ score of non-acid GERC patients 
is not high, indicating that the GerdQ score lacks the 
diagnostic value for non-acid GERC, which may eventually 
lead to the missed diagnosis of some non-acid GERC 
patients due to the low GerdQ score. The reason may be 
that most of the contents of GerdQ is related to typical 
symptoms such as acid reflux and heartburn, and gastric acid 
and pepsin that cause these symptoms due to damages of 
the esophageal mucosa mainly exist in acid refluxes. Thus, 
the GerdQ score can only effectively reflect the acid reflux 
caused symptoms. Besides, the GerdQ score lacks cough-
related questions, which could underestimate the chronic 
cough.

HARQ is a simple assessment tool designed by 
Morice for the cough hypersensitivity syndrome (2,3,6). 
Multinational clinical studies have confirmed its high 
sensitivity and specificity for the assessment of the airway 
reflux and cough hypersensitivity (3,7,36). Unlike other 
cough questionnaires, Morice designed HARQ to find 
the cause of chronic cough, rather than as a simple  
assessment (2). Compared with GerdQ, HARQ adds the 
evaluation of chronic cough. Meanwhile, the 14 items 
include the evaluation of four gastroesophageal reflux-
related symptoms such as cough, heartburn, and acid 
reflux at lying down or bending down. Thus, HARQ has 
an assessment of both chronic cough and gastroesophageal 
reflux symptoms. Similar to our previous study (7), the 
HARQ value of GERC patients in this study is significantly 
higher than that of non-GERC patients. Unlike GerdQ, 
HARQ has a similar predictive diagnostic value of acid and 
non-acid GERC, which may be because HARQ does not 
focus purely on the typical acid reflux symptoms such as 
refluxes, heartburn, and acid refluxes.

To further improve the predictive diagnostic value of 
HARQ for GERC, make up for the diagnostic defects 
of GerdQ for non-acid GERC, improve the diagnosis 
eff iciency,  and avoid missed diagnosis ,  HARQ in 
combination with GerdQ was firstly used in the predictive 

Table 9 Cross tabulation of the HARQ and GerdQ in relation to diagnosis of GERC

Methods
GERC Total

Positive Negative

HARQ

Positive 88 50 138

Negative 26 168 194

Total 114 218 332

GerdQ

Positive 80 52 132

Negative 34 166 200

Total 114 218 332

HARQ & GerdQ

Positive 88 44 132

Negative 26 174 200

Total 114 218 332

HARQ & GerdQ: –8.530 + 0.127 × HARQ + 0.631 × GerdQ. HARQ, Hull airway reflux questionnaire; GerdQ, gastroesophageal reflux 
disease questionnaire; GERC, gastroesophageal reflux-induced chronic cough.
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diagnosis of GERC. A linear model including HARQ and 
GerdQ was established through Logistic analysis, showing 
that the combination has a significantly higher predictive 
diagnostic value for GERC, and the sensitivity, specificity, 
positive predictive value, and negative predictive value 
were higher than HARQ or GerdQ alone in the predictive 
diagnosis of GERC. Therefore, when combined with 
GerdQ, HARQ can not only help to make up for the defects 
of GerdQ in the diagnosis of non-acid GERC, but also 
increase the assessment of chronic cough, thus increasing 
the predictive diagnostic value of GERC. This linear model 
can provide the diagnostic and therapeutic basis for patients 
with suspected GERC who cannot tolerate invasive tests 
such as MII-pH, and the diagnosis efficiency is higher than 
HARQ or GerdQ alone. However, this model only includes 
the HARQ and GerdQ scores, which cannot completely 
replace MII-pH currently.

There are still some limitations in this study. According 
to the latest Lyon Consensus (37) of 2019, acid exposure 
time and reflux events are added to the diagnostic criteria 
of gastroesophageal reflux disease. However, there is no 
such standard at the beginning of this study. Nevertheless, 
results of this study show that acid GERC patients have 
significantly higher acid clearance times than non-acid 
GERC patients, and acid reflux time is significantly higher 
than that in non-acid GERC patients, which is consistent 
with the diagnostic criteria of Lyon Consensus. More 
studies are needed using the diagnostic criteria of Lyon 
Consensus in the future.

In  conclus ion,  HARQ used to  eva luate  cough 
hypersensitivity has a certain predictive diagnostic value for 
GERC. The diagnosis of GERC should be considered when 
the HARQ score is ≥24 points. The predictive diagnostic 
value of HARQ and GerdQ combination is higher than 
HARQ or GerdQ alone. The combination can help to 
diagnose GERC simply, quickly and effectively in clinic.
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